Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 – This Is Just Where It Ended, And Now It Starts!

Undoubtedly, Call of Duty: Modern Warfare (the first part) was widely regarded as the best first person shooting game to be made to date. Of course, with that in mind when the sequel showed up, fans had HIGH EXPECTATIONS! The question here is – were their expectations fulfilled or were they left despaired? Well, that is exactly what we will answer in this question so hang on as we reveal what Modern Warfare 2 has on offer!

Let’s start the review with the best part about the game – its story. Unlike most game sequels this one has not forgotten its actual story and that is what makes it a happening game. The game starts with where the first part ended. Five years have passed and you are now in Task Force 141. You just have one ultimate goal which is to arrest the leader of the Russian terrorist group, Vladimir Markov. What’s actually good about the game is that it blends in the story, the gameplay and everything else so well that it leaves the gamer actually feeling like a real Task Force 141 soldier. You don’t feel like a geek who is playing just another first-person shooting game but you feel like a part of a legacy that Modern Warfare has.

Anyways, moving forward with the game, the graphics are great. If you read the specifications of the game you will find that the same graphical engine of the older version has been used in this one too. But, don’t let this carry you away because the game itself has enough improvements. Despite of that, the game also does not incorporate a plethora of graphical wonders while keeping the base unsmooth. That is where this game leads all others. It is just as good as it could be. There are no rooms left for improvements and if you don’t believe us, try it out yourself and you will know.

Moreover, the audio of the game is quite impressive. With a decent set of speakers you can expect to stir up your neighbors. The game is integrated with surround sound in every minute event so whatever you are doing in there is actually out loud.

Now here comes the worst part – the game is perfect in everything but when it comes to doing something else apart from just shooting, trust me there is nothing. Actually, that is something most critics yap about when it comes to Call of Duty games. They are just about shooting and nothing else and so is this one. So, if you are someone who gets easily bored with all of this, trust me this game is not for you. You should find better ones out there!

Multiplayer Gaming:
If you love multiplayer gaming then you are just in time. More than the single player mode, Modern Warfare 2’s multiplayer gaming mode has been appreciated. Players can play up to 18 hours and can play numerous types of matches. You can play death matches, team death matches, and so on. You do have a lot of options to choose from so there is no way you will find yourself bored if you have your pals online.
Bottom-line:
Great game for warfare game enthusiasts! For the rest it might just be another Call of Duty game. Don’t be depressed about the graphical engine. The game’s graphics are better than any other warfare game of its time. Also, the weaponry in the game is versatile so you have a lot toys to play around and shoot with. So, pick up your guns and get ready to shoot some Russian terrorists!